Purpose: Diffusion Magnetic Resonance Imaging (dMRI) is confounded by its long acquisition duration, thereby thwarting the detection of rapid microstructural changes, especially when diffusivity variations are accompanied by rapid changes in T2. The purpose of the present study is to accelerate dMRI to a single scan acquisition, and to enable a more accurate estimation of diffusivity as function of time.
Introduction
Methods enabling rapid acquisition of dynamic Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) data have greatly impacted contemporary MRI. Functional MRI [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , hyperpolarized imaging, MR spectroscopy [6] , MR Fingerprinting [7] , and multidimensional NMR [8] , are based on, and continuously benefit from, ultrafast acquisition schemes. By contrast, diffusion MRI (dMRI) methods, typically relying on Single-Diffusion-Encoded (SDE) schemes [9, 10] , are not usually acquired dynamically, but their ability to probe micro-architectural features such as anisotropy [11] , complex fiber configurations [12, 13] , microscopic anisotropy [14] [15] [16] [17] and cellular-scale dimensions [18] [19] [20] have made them widely applicable [21] . A few examples include early stroke detection [22] [23] [24] , white matter orientation mapping [25] , studies of neuroplasticity [26] , or detection of microstructural aberrations upon disease [27, 28] .
Rapid and dynamic determination of diffusion-derived metrics is however particularly important for diffusion functional MRI (dfMRI) [29, 30] , a method aiming to detect neural activity through non-Blood-Oxygenation-Level-Dependent (BOLD) mechanisms. dfMRI evidenced faster activation dynamics and more localized activation foci compared with BOLD, suggesting it may be more closely correlated with underlying neural activity [29] [30] [31] . However, dfMRI's temporal resolution can be limited by the necessity to acquire at least two signals (one baseline image and one diffusion weighted image) for quantifying the apparent diffusion coefficient. To avoid excessive T1 weighting and severe degradation in image quality, dfMRI measurements are typically separated by, typically, at least TR > 2-3T1, imposing a practical limit on temporal resolution. Additionally, T2 variations can occur on the timescale of a typical TR, potentially biasing the measurement and complicating the interpretation of dfMRI [32, 33] .
Isotropic diffusion encoding (IDE)-based dMRI has been recently (re-)emerging as a valuable tool for speeding up the acquisition of a valuable rotationally-invariant parameter of the full diffusion tensor -its mean diffusivity (MD). Isotropic-encoding schemes have been proposed: Mori and van Zijl proposed the application of consecutive gradients along the laboratory x-, y-and zgradients [34] , while Topgaard used a similar diffusion encoding in a triple stimulated echo sequence [35] . De Graaf et al extended this idea to MR spectroscopy [36] , and gradient waveforms were optimized to improve IDE's efficiency [37] . Other methods imparting different b-values within a single-scan (which, however, requires averaging for phase cycling) by making different coherence 4 pathways sensitive to different b-values were also presented [38] . More recently, Eriksson et al have presented magic angle spinning of the q-vector (qMAS) -an elegant IDE framework harnessing harmonically-modulated gradient waveforms [39] or numerically optimized waveforms [40] .
Here, we present a method termed Incomplete Initial Nutation Diffusion Imaging (INDI) which is designed to obtain both a baseline and a diffusion weighted image in a single shot without loss of SNR or temporal resolution. Nutation angles are tailored to keep a "fresh" longitudinal magnetization reservoir, such that it be used for consecutive measurements separated by only a few milliseconds, mitigating potential biases in MD quantification due to time-varying T2. INDI's accuracy is validated in phantoms and in-vivo on a preclinical system. Simulations analyzing INDI SNR considerations and future applications vis-à-vis dfMRI, are discussed.
Methods
The INDI method is presented in Figure 1 , and its theory is presented in the Supplementary Material.
INDI's mode of operation is rather simple: a fraction of the magnetization is rotated from the equilibrium position using a nutation angle , leaving (ideally) an equal magnetization pool unperturbed; a non-diffusion weighted image is then acquired. Immediately after this first acquisition, residual transverse magnetization is crushed, and all the unperturbed magnetization in the "reservoir" converted to transverse magnetization using a pulse angle . An otherwise identical image to the previous excitation is acquired, but now the diffusion-weighting gradients are also applied ( Figure 1) . Thus, the two images required for quantifying diffusion coefficients are acquired with a separation of only a few milliseconds (see Figure 1 and Supporting Material).
All experiments involving animals were pre-approved by the institutional ethics committee. waveforms were generated according to [42] for isotropic encoding. Diffusion gradients [40] were placed before the refocusing pulse (i.e., the second waveform ( Fig. 1 ) was nulled to mimimise echo time, which can be done since the waveforms are independent and self-refocusing) and had a duration of 7.5 ms and a b-value of 400 sec/mm 2 . DTI experiments were performed using a PulsedGradient-Spin-Echo sequence with Δ/δ = 4/2 ms, six diffusion weighted images (b = 400 sec/mm 2 , gradients applied in non-collinear directions) and six additional baseline images (b = 0 sec/mm 2 )
were acquired.
Ex-vivo brain experiments.
In the brain sample, IDE and UF-IDE experiments were performed with identical acquisition parameters as described above for the water phantom, but with the following modifications: slice thickness was 650 µm (5 slices), b = 1000 sec/mm 2 , and TR = 2500 ms; no double-sampling was employed.
In-vivo experiment. A male C57bl mouse weighing ~25 g was anesthetized with isoflurane (4% induction, 1-2% maintenance in 95% O2) and placed in the scanner. A closed-loop circulating water system was used for temperature regulation, and respiration and rectal temperature were monitored continuously. Transmission was achieved through an 86 mm quadrature resonator, and the signal was detected by a 4-element array receive-only cryocooled coil (Bruker, Fallanden, Switzerland Thirty-two dummy scans were applied to reach a stable magnetization steady-state. A b-value of 1000 sec/mm 2 was achieved via an IDE waveform duration of 13.6 and 5.7 ms before and after the refocusing pulse, respectively, with a gradient peak amplitude of 610 mT/m. Another identical UF-IDE experiment with 400 repetitions was acquired to assess potential benefits of recently-developed denoising schemes [43] .
Analysis. Analysis in this study was performed using home-written code in Matlab® (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). All images were analyzed with the raw data, without any further post-processing. The full diffusion tensor was obtained from nonlinear fitting of the DTI data, and 
Results
INDI principles were first tested on a simple doped water phantom. Assuming T1 >> TEPI/2 + Tspoil (cf. Figure 1 ), S1 and S2(G = 0 mT/m) should ideally be identical for = 45° and = 90°; however, the two images are not exactly equal in practice (Figures 2A and 2B ). S2 signal intensity was typically somewhat weaker and spatially less homogeneous than S1, particularly in the phantom experiments, likely due to its very short T1 / long T2 that can exacerbate uncrushed coherence pathways, as well as potential B1 inhomogeneities, particularly for the /4 pulse. Figure 2C shows the subtraction of the two signals, more clearly evidencing these differences (n.b., in the in-vivo experiments, the difference in these scout signals was much less pronounced, ~5%).
Figures 2D and 2E show the raw data for a particular instantiation of INDI, namely, the UF-IDE experiment, showing the attenuation of S2 by diffusion weighting. Figure 2F shows the MD calculated directly from these raw images, without any correction applied. The uncorrected MD map suffers from two outstanding issues: (1) an artifactual spatial variation, unexpected for a homogeneous solution; (2) higher than expected MD values at this temperature. However, a simple subtraction of the scout image, N12, from S1, completely remedies these discrepancies: the mean diffusion coefficient map ( Figure 2G ) is both homogeneous across the slice, and it depicts the correct diffusion coefficient values as obtained from the gold standard DTI ( Figure 2H ). Figure 2I and Supporting Table S1 further quantify the distribution of diffusion coefficients within the sample.
Clearly, all methods are in excellent agreement in this free diffusion scenario, although -as expected -a higher variance is observed for the UF-IDE due to its inherently lower SNR in the fullyrelaxed regime.
To test the applicability of INDI in a biological system, we performed similar experiments in ex-vivo brains. Figure 3A shows mean diffusivity maps derived from UF-IDE (corrected with the N12 scout image) and from standard IDE in a representative brain. UF-IDE and the conventional IDE result in very similar mean diffusivity maps, albeit the SNR is somewhat lower for UF-IDE in this fullyrelaxed condition. Histograms from the entire brain are plotted in Figure 3B , whereas the median MD values arising from the different methods in the brain are tabulated in Supporting Table S1 . To ensure that UF-IDE can deliver robust images in-vivo with high temporal resolution, experiments were performed on a mouse with a temporal resolution of 1.5 seconds (Figure 4 ). The raw data ( Figure 4A shows a representative slice) exemplifies that the quality of UF-IDE data is comparable with the corresponding two-shot IDE, with ~ 20% higher SNR for the former; when denoised with random matrix theory [43] , the image quality becomes even better, with SNR gains up to a factor of ~2 ( Figure 4A ). The corresponding mean diffusivity maps extracted from these experiments are shown in Figure 4B and are of quite high quality considering the very high repetition rate. Histograms comparing the methods ( Figure 4C ) are significantly overlapping, and the correlation between UF-IDE and IDE ( Figure 4D ) is highly significant (Pearson's ρ = 0.43, uncorrected p < 1E-7).
To compare the SNR properties of INDI and its conventional dMRI counterpart, Figures 5A and 5B illustrate non-diffusion weighted signals (proportional to SNR up to a constant factor) for can be shown that for <~1.76 * , %:&% > KLM% , and as shown in Figure 5C , for most biologically-relevant conditions, INDI could even entail moderate sensitivity enhancements.
INDI scout images also deserve some discussion vis-à-vis their temporal stability. The scout is used to normalize each pair of INDI images along a time series, thereby implicitly assuming that motion effects are negligible. However, in some applications, such as heart imaging, this assumption may be severely violated. In those cases, several scout images could be acquired in cine mode, i.e.,
with their cycle phase-locked to some external trigger and every INDI experiment measured along the cycle corrected with its phase-locked counterparts scout. Another alternative is to altogether forego the scout, and, while the absolute value of MD may be biased, its time-course may still be of significant value, as the bias should be constant assuming that T2 does not vary on the millisecond timescale. Finally, it is worth mentioning that while we presented scout images with = 45° and = 90°, the difference between the images can be made even smaller if the specific values for the first and second nutation pulses are tweaked (data not shown). For example, while we showed worst-case scenarios for the tube of water, the brain's scout images differed by ~5%, which could be mitigated even further with tweaking of the nutation angles (data not shown). If a good balance between the scout's S1 and S2 is achieved, then the scout images are not required, and the INDI experiment can proceed without the normalization step.
Here, we focused on a specific implementation of INDI, namely the UF-IDE sequence, and demonstrated its feasibility and utility for assessing MD. However, INDI can be used with any gradient waveform such as Double-Diffusion-Encoding [14, 15, 45] or Nonuniform OscillatingGradient Spin-Echo [46] .
In conclusion, the INDI pulse sequence was presented and revealed its capability of mapping accurate diffusion coefficients with good sensitivity and excellent temporal resolution. INDI's feasibility in preclinical settings was demonstrated, and its immunity towards rapid changes in T2
are promising for future dfMRI experiments and other applications calling for rapid mapping of microstructural dynamics. Supporting Table S1 . Median and interquartile ranges for the mean diffusivity extracted from the different methods. 
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